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Non Technical Summary 

Excavations were carried out to locate a ‘lost’ building within the grounds of 

Llanyrafon Manor, previously Llan yr afon farm. The building was identified by the 

existence of its two walls seen to lie in a general N – S alignment and a crude 

cobbled surface revealed within the base of trench two. Finds were scarce and 

indicate that the building was demolished and its stone removed to within two 

courses of the original ground level. Re-deposited building debris slags, ash and 

soils were deposited over the remains and it was from within this context that the few 

finds were retrieved; all were found to date from the 19th or 20th century.  The 

presence of timber beams displaying rebates and possible mortise slots suggests a 

roof. Clearance to the north of Trench 2, outside of the planned excavation to 

prepare the ground for spoil tipping, revealed the remains of corrugated sheeting; 

probably used as a later roofing material for the building. A two sided roofed building 

suggests a shelter of some kind possibly for farm produce or equipment.  

The results of the investigation into the area north of the old stone barn were 

successful with the aims of the project largely fulfilled. It was not possible within the 

timescale allowed to transfer and record levels for that area, or to do scaled building 

drawings due to a shortage of both time and trained personnel.  Nonetheless a 

great deal of new information has been collated including a series of measured 

drawings of the area, site photographs and the discovery of a previously 

unrecognised drain. Visitors to the event also contributed their past recollections 

regarding the Manor house and farm and these have been noted.                                                                    
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Introduction 

This report details the results of a programme of archaeological works commencing 

Monday 22nd July and ending Friday 26th July 2013 at Llanyrafon Manor Cwmbran. 

(ST30328 – 94587).  Torfaen County Borough Council Neighbourhood Services 

contracted the excavation and a limited area investigation.  The works programme 

comprised partial excavations undertaken within the grounds of Llanyrafon Manor 

and a preliminary investigation of a suspected water wheel pit adjacent to the north 

wall of the large barn during July 2013 to coincide with National Archaeology Week. 

A proposal for the work was drafted and accepted by both the management team 

and the local county borough council with the aim of completing six objectives should 

time allow, these were:-  

Objectives 

1. To engage with the community with a view to encouraging participation in the 

archaeological investigations undertaken at Llanyrafon Manor. 

 

2. To engender community “ownership” of the built heritage and historic 

resources. 

 

3. To allow children within the community to participate through play as an aid to 

learning new skills or further developing the skills they already possess (i.e. 

drawing, working together in small groups, exploring a new environment.) 

 

Also if time allows:- 

 

4. To further our understanding of the use of one of the barns as a possible 

industrial unit of Llanyrafon Farm along with its associated water powered 

system. 

 

5. To investigate the associated water culvert with a view of understanding how 

it worked and the path it takes to reach the River Afon Llwyd. 

 

6. To record the interior of the barn in question to further our understanding of 

how any such machinery installed there may have worked and what it may 

have been used for. 

The archaeological contractor was The Ancient Cwmbran Society Ltd.  The contract 

was project managed and directed on their behalf by a qualified member of the 

Institute for Archaeologists. (IfA) 

Fieldwork was supervised by R. Burchell M.A. PIfA with the participation of a number 

of members of the community. Training in the use of field techniques was also 

provided, both before and during each phase of the excavation programme. This 

comprised instruction and use of drawing frames, site levels, excavation, provisional 
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finds analysis and advice regarding on site conservation, if needed, prior to 

deposition of all artefacts at Pontypool Museum. 

 

A limited programme of documentary and cartographic research was undertaken at 

the Gwent Archives, Ebbw Vale, local libraries, the internet and by consultation with 

local community groups, in order to clarify the interpretation of the archaeological 

features. 

 

A copy of this report will be sent to Torfaen County Borough Council and Richard 

Davies Esq. for the Ancient Cwmbran Society Ltd.  All material collated for this report 

will be archived by Torfaen County Borough Council. 

 

Map 1.  Location Map. (ST30328 – 94587) 
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Topography and Geology. 

Topography 

 

Llan yr afon manor lies on the flood plain of the Afon Llwyd at an elevation of 48m 

AOD. The topography of the locality is generally flat, although the ground level of the 

surrounding area slopes gradually towards the south: to the east the ground rises to 

meet the ridge-way road leading from Caerleon to Pontypool. 

 

Regional Geology 

 

A review of the 1:50,000 scale British Geological Survey (BGS) solid geological map 

(Sheet Number 249, Newport, 1975) indicates that the site is underlain by the 

Raglan Marl Group within the Old Red Sandstone Formation. The Raglan Marl 

Group consists of fine grained, well-cemented sandstone that gently dips towards 

the west1.  

 

Site-Specific Geology 

 

The area has been proven to be underlain by sandy or gravelly clay and clayey or 

gravelly sand with frequent pebbles, proven to exist locally to a maximum depth of 

4.8 mbgl. This was overlying a sandy gravel and cobbles of sandstone proved to a 

maximum depth of 6.0 mbgl. These deposits are considered representative of 

alluvial deposits as shown on geological borehole maps along the flood plains of the 

Afon Llwyd River.  

 

The ground conditions encountered beneath the adjacent playing fields to the west 

of the site consisted of similar conditions to those encountered on-site illustrating the 

widespread geological nature of this ancient floodplain. 

 

Historical background 

Lanyrafon Farm, originally named Llan-yr-Afon, is a property now owned by Torfaen 

County Borough Council, previously the Cwmbran Development Corporation. The 

property consists of the house, (Grade II listed) a corn barn, (Grade III) and several 

outbuildings.  During the 1950s, after the farm was acquired by the Corporation, 

attempts were made to interest a brewery in turning the farm and its listed building 

into a public house, when this failed the farm and barns stood empty, together with 

the adjacent corn mill.  The Manor House was later acquired by Torfaen Museum 

Trust2 to be restored and opened to the public.3  In the late 19th century, Llan-yr-afon 

                                                           
1
 Squirrel, H. C. and Downing, R. 1969. The Geology of the South Wales Coalfield, part 1. 3rd ed. HMSO. 

2
 Riden, P. 1988. Rebuilding a Valley a history of Cwmbran Development Corporation. Cwmbran: Cwmbran 

Development Trust. p. 85 
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was noted as the most important estate and manor house in the parish of 

Llanfrechfa.  When the property was sold in 1882 it consisted of approximately 1,000 

acres; including the corn mill.  Prior to the sale of the estate it was owned by the 

Griffiths family. The earliest surviving record of the Griffiths family of Llan- yr-afon is 

the will of Walter Griffiths, dated 20th November 1629. Walter Griffiths, his widow 

Margaret and their son, Charles, are also mentioned in the later survey of Magna 

Porta of 1634.  The last of the family to live at Llan-yr-afon was William Griffiths, he 

removed the family to Gloucester; returning only occasionally to collect rents.  His 

daughter Florence was the last of the family, dying without issue in 1886. Later in 

1886 the estate was sold and the house was purchased by Richard Laybourne 

whose son in law, Alfred Massey Pillner,  built a new house a short distance away, it 

was he who removed the renaissance staircase from the original Llan-yr-afon house 

to the ‘new house’ also called Llan yr -afon. The staircase now fulfils its function as a 

part of the Commodore Hotel, shortly to be demolished.4 

The Royal Commission on Ancient and Historical Monuments in Wales, (RCAHMW), 

were consulted regarding the house and grounds and Mr A. J. Parkinson, their 

representative, investigated the different phases of the house.  He remarked ‘Llan-yr-

afon displays many of the features typical of Sub Medieval and Renaissance 

buildings in Monmouthshire’.  Mr Parkinson’s investigations concluded that the 

following was the probable sequence of development:- 

1. Eastern half of range, freestanding Sub medieval regional house, possibly 

with a turret to the north, housing a stairs dated to the late 16th Century 

2. The Renaissance Western half dated to the Mid 17th Century 

3. An additional kitchen wing dated to the late 17th Century 

4. The addition of a cottage and window, alterations at a later unknown date 

Some of Parkinson’s conclusions were modified by later discoveries5, the fireplace 

for example, (Labelled G on the drawing below), could possibly be dated to 

approximately 1600 and is at odds with the later renaissance portion of the house.  

Immediately above this fireplace, on the first floor, another iron fireplace was 

discovered; embellished with carved mouldings. This fireplace also carried an 

inscription now almost indecipherable, but displayed the letter ‘M’ and the partial 

date ‘160?’ both of these being clearly visible.  It would appear that both fireplaces 

were later insertions and the most probably explanation is  that they were brought to 

Llan-yr-afon Farm at the time of the marriage of Mary Morgan to Charles Griffiths in 

the late 1680’s or early 1690’s and that this may  account for the letter ‘M’ above the 

fireplace possibly standing for ‘Mary’ or ‘Morgan’.  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
3
 Riden, P. 1988. Rebuilding a Valley a history of Cwmbran Development Corporation. Cwmbran: Cwmbran 

Development Trust. p. 235 
4
 It is understood that there are no ‘plans’ to acquire the former staircase for preservation and possible 

reinstatement within the manor house where it rightly belongs. 
5
 Russell, J. L. (1977) Cwmbran Development Corporation Llanyravon Farm. Gwent Local History Journal, (No 

43), p.29-34. 
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In the Sub-medieval part of the building (the eastern extremity) a large kitchen range 

was removed to reveal a stone fireplace with a shallow arch, comprised of roughly 

dressed stone voussoirs, also a smaller fireplace on the first floor level with similar 

detail was discovered.  Other examples of such fireplaces have been found in 

Glamorganshire and have been dated to the 16th or early 17th century.   

The outline of the original staircase can be traced in the Sub-medieval phase of the 

building. Here, under the staircase, evidence beneath the Victorian lathe and plaster 

walling revealed a ‘Cruck’, and further removal of the plaster and rubble fill in the 

sub-medieval part of the house exposed a slot indicating the position of a ‘Cruck 

couple’ its counterpart. This may indicate an older ‘Cruck framed Hall House’ existed 

previously upon the same building ‘footprint’.  This is indicative, in Wales, of a date of 

between 1305 and 15706 and a date proximate to the late 16th century has also been 

suggested7. In Part 1 of  ‘Monmouthshire Houses’ the cruck-framed, half-timbered, 

primarily single stored hall is correctly identified as the earliest surviving type of 

peasant house in the county.  Such houses, it was surmised, dated between the end 

of Owain Glyn Dwr's rebellion and the accession of Elizabeth I.  Recent dating based 

on dendro-chronology would indicate the latter rather than the earlier half of this 

period as being the time of greatest building activity, most of it falling within the 

reigns of the earlier Tudors. These discoveries would suggest a building history as 

proposed below by Russell:- 

 

Phase 1.  Early 16th century Cruck framed hall-house. 

Phase 2.  Late 16th Century addition of the eastern half in the form of a typical sub 

medieval regional house with stairs and turret. 

Phase 3.  Mid 17th century addition of renaissance, western half. 

Phase 4.  Late 17th century kitchen wing addition. 

Phase 5.  Addition of cottage, of unknown date, and alteration of the South Front; 

possibly dated to early Victorian times. 

                                                           
6
 Fox, C. and Raglan (1994) Monmouthshire houses. Cardiff: Merton Priory Press. 

7
 Newman, J. and Lynch, F., et al. (2000) Gwent/Monmouthshire. London: Penguin. p. 198. 
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Fig 1. Ground plan of Llan yr afon manor. (after J L Russel) Redrafted by R. Burchell. 2013.  

Whilst under the ownership of Alfred Pillner the farmhouse was converted into three 

separate dwellings. The west wing was to become a separate cottage where 

between 1918 -1928 a Mr Evans, the gardener lived, prior to its conversion this wing 

had housed the cider cellar and the granary. During this time, the Skellet family 

occupied the larger central portion of the farmhouse taking as a lodger the farms 

carpenter. The east wing was also converted into a cottage and was occupied at 

different times by the incumbent farm bailiff.8  The Pilliner Familly retained the 

farmhouse into the 1950’s when it was sold to the Cwmbran Development 

Corporation along with a substantial amount of land.  

In more recent times Llan-yr-afon manor has been renovated and is now one of the 

few historic buildings to be found in the centre of Cwmbran. The manor house also 

performed the function of a farm and had substantial orchards. The associated barn 

was damaged by fire in the 1970s; destroying the barn roofs, however, it along with 

the house was saved and run as a farming museum until the 1980s. Following the 

closure of the museum local residents campaigned to save the site from 

development.  The ‘Friends of Llan-yr-afon Manor’ a voluntary community group 

have been active throughout the restoration project working alongside contractors 

and helping to plant and maintain the grounds and gardens. The manor house has 

                                                           
8
 Lloyd, W. G. (2006). Days that have been. Cwmbran: W. G. Lloyd. p.131 

 

Bat 

refuge 
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now been restored according to CADW guidelines, and is one of the oldest non-

religious houses within Torfaen County Borough Councils jurisdiction. It now boasts 

a visitor centre and café. The centre now forms a hub where people are able to learn 

about the history of the manor and its relationship with the new town of Cwmbran. 

 

Methodology 

The programme of archaeological works was carried out in accordance with the 

standards, as set out by the Institute for Archaeologists, (IfA), guidance notes in; 

Standard and Guidance for archaeological excavation (2008), Code of conduct 

(2013) and Code of approved practice for the regulation of contractual arrangements 

in field archaeology (2008). Archaeological features and deposits were excavated 

down to an identified surface. All excavations were carried out manually and written 

records along with graphic and photographic records were produced using pro-forma 

recording sheets. 

All excavated material was examined visually and some spoil was also sieved, all 

spoil was sorted for artefacts, which were recorded and, where appropriate, retained.  

A written record was created using individually numbered pro-forma context sheets 

in order to create a detailed stratigraphic record of the site.  Plans, sections and 

elevations were produced as necessary at appropriate scales on archival standard 

stable film.  All plans and sections contain grid and level information relative to O.S. 

data.  All drawings are numbered and listed in a drawing register, these drawing 

numbers being cross-referenced to written site records. No material from this project 

has been retained within the site archive. The project archive will be deposited with 

an appropriate receiving organisation, in accordance with the UKIC and IfA 

Guidelines (Archaeological Archives: a guide to best practice in creation, 

compilation, transfer and curation (2007). 

 

A photographic record of all stratigraphic contexts was made using a 12.2MP digital 

camera, together with representative photographs of the progress of the excavation 

at each of the trenches.  All such records were indexed and cross-referenced to 

written site records and details concerning subject and direction of view were 

maintained in a photographic register, indexed and captioned appropriately.  A 

temporary benchmark was established on site being derived from a known Ordnance 

Survey datum point.  

 

Full details of the contexts for each trench may be found in the Context register 

Appendix 6, and details of the finds recovered are given in Appendix 4.  All maps 

appear with North at the top of the map extract unless otherwise stated. 
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Llanyrafon excavation results 

 The excavation was comprised of two trenches situated such that they 

encompassed the extremities of a ‘forgotten’ building situated within the grounds of 

Llan-yr-afon Manor. The trenches were situated to the north and south of the 

proposed building remains; Trench 1 to the south and Trench 2 to its north. The 

trenches were set out by dead reckoning based upon historic map data obtained 

from the 1882 Ordnance Survey 1: 2500 Monmouthshire Sheet number XXIII – 16. 

Both trenches were situated in the western central area of the manor grounds 

adjacent to the recently installed boundary railings and only a few metres from the 

river Afan Llwyd. Trench 1 was aligned W-E and measured 4100 x 3000mm, Trench 

2 was aligned W-E and measured 5300 x 2400mm, the area between the trenches 

measuring 5.200mm in length, north to south, remained unexcavated.   A trench 

location plan is provided below. (Map 2).  

Fig 2.Llanyrafon in 1923 by Fred Hando. 
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Map .2 Trench Locations. (Base map:- 1901 1:2500 O.S. )

 

 

Trench 1. 

Trench 1 was aligned west to east and was situated to cover the expected southern 

sector of any building remains. Trench 1 was aligned W-E and measured 4100 x 

3000mm. Ten individual contexts were identified (1001) – (1010). Context (1001) 

formed the overburden of the entire site and was comprised of a dark brown leaf-

mould of approximately 70mm -100mm in thickness. Underlying (1001) at the north 

eastern extremity of the trench was (1002) a timber beam 1500mm in length 200mm 

wide and averaging 50mm in thickness, this beam appeared to extend under the 

unexcavated area to the north of the trench and was left in situ. Below and abutting 

to it was (1008) a second timber beam 1260mm in length 220mm wide and 

averaging 100mm in thickness.  (1003) was over lain by (1001) and overlies (1004). 

(1003) was an irregular deposit of hardcore comprised of crushed modern iron slags 

situated in the north central area of trench 1 and extending from the northern limit of 

the trench towards its centre for approximately 1200mm. At its widest point 

measuring 1600mm in width, its thickness ranged from 125mm, its western 

extremity, to 280mm, at its centre and thinned towards the east disappearing 

completely as it abutted a stone wall. (1006).  Below (1003) was (1004) a dark brown 

blackish soil containing mixed building rubble comprised of mortar, small stone and 

some brick fragments.  (1004) was found to extend across the whole of the trench 

forming the main constituent deposit within the trench.   (1005) was a timber beam 
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lying approximately northeast /southwest and resting on and within (1004).  This 

beam was 2640mm x 250mm x 100mm thick.  The beam had been rebated to 

receive other timbers in two places and appeared to have been mortised close to its 

mid-point.  (1006) a stone wall 540mm x 1960mm in length and encountered at a 

depth of 380mm below surface level, the walling appeared to extend under the 

unexcavated area to the north of the trench. This walling underlies and sits in or is 

surrounded by (1004).  (1007) comprised a sondage excavated to examine the depth 

of the surviving stone walling. It had dimensions of 900mm X 300mm and showed 

the walling to exist 325 mm in height comprised of two courses bonded with a lime 

mortar. (1008) A timber beam 100 X 200 X 1260mm abuts (1002) on its upper edge 

underlies (1010). (1009) a fragment of rusted iron / steel sheeting embedded within 

(1010). (1010) A reddish brown coal ash and earth deposit. Underlying (1001) & 

(1004) and overlying (1002) & (1008). 

Trench 2. 

Trench 2 was aligned west to east and was situated to cover the expected northern 

sector of any building remains. Trench 2 measured 5300 x 2400mm.  Nine contexts 

were identified (2001) – (2009).  Context (2001)≤(1001) above), formed the 

overburden of the trench and was comprised of a dark brown leaf-mould of 

approximately 70mm - 100mm in thickness.  Underlying (2001) was (2002) a dark 

brown blackish soil containing mixed building rubble comprised of mortar, blast 

furnace slag’s, small stone and some brick fragments.  (2002) was found to extend 

across the whole of the trench.  Underlying (2002) at the north eastern extremity of 

the trench was (2003) a stone wall  2160mm in length 580mm wide and 410mm in 

height comprised of dressed and coursed stone blocks set in a lime based mortar 

and aligned approximately north – south, unexcavated to the south. Also underlying 

(2002) was (2004) an irregular crude cobbled surface 2,000mm X 4,160mm. This 

surface comprised of mixed stones and pebbles completely filled the intervening 

area between the western and eastern walls, contexts (2003) and (2005). Context 

(2005) A stone wall, 1600mm in length and at its widest northern extremity 480mm in 

width and at its southern extremity 400mm. (2005) underlay (2002) and was 

comprised of dressed and coursed stone blocks set in a lime based mortar and 

aligned approximately north – south, it remains unexcavated towards the south.  

Context (2006) a timber beam approximately 1020mm X 160mm X 50mm in extent. 

This beam appeared to extend under the unexcavated area to the south of the 

trench and was left in situ. It underlies (2002) and overlies and rests upon (2004). 

(2007) An irregular reddish brown clayey deposit sub-circular in shape and 

approximately 600mm X 500mm in extent, it underlies (2002) and overlies (2004). 

(2008)A modern inserted water service. (2009) An area of approximately 1200mm X 

500mm orientated west to east comprised of re-deposited black / brown mixed soils 

with some slate and small stone underlying (2004) which has been removed, 

probably to facilitate the insertion of (2008) a modern service. No cut was apparent. 
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The finds  

 

Full details of the assemblage may be found in Appendix 4,page 24, to which 

reference should be made. Most if not all of the assemblage appears to be 

associated with backfill or make-up of the levels to the existing lawn level and are 

thus of a residual/re-deposited nature. The only diagnostic artefact of mid to late 20th 

century was a Milk bottle. 

Conclusions 

Evidence of stone walling was noted in both trenches. The proposed building 

apparently consisting of two sidewalls situated to the west and east of Trench 2 but 

only visible in the eastern sector of Trench 1. There was no evidence that these were 

joined or abutted to by any masonry walling lying in a west to east orientation; 

possibly indicating an open ended structure. The walling to the east in both trenches 

shared a common alignment in an approximate N – S orientation, should these two 

sections of stone walling be found to be joined they would form a wall 9300mm in 

length and approximately 540 – 580mm in width; making the building internally 9.3 X 

4.16metres. The presence of timber beams displaying rebates and possible mortise 

slots suggests a roof. Clearance to the north of Trench 2, outside of the planned 

excavation to prepare the ground for spoil tipping, revealed the remains of 

corrugated sheeting; probably used as a later roofing material for the building. 

Between the walls and only within Trench 2, a crude cobbled surface was seen, 

consisting of large river pebbles and sandstone blocks, this was not witnessed in 

Trench 1, which is slightly shallower than Trench 2. The few finds that were retrieved 

were all found within the re-deposited materials overlying the site and were seen to 

date from the 19th or 20th century. A two-sided roofed building suggests a shelter of 

some kind, possibly for farm produce or equipment.                                                                      

An account of the investigation within and to the north west of the 

stone barn. 

Further to the limited excavation of the ‘lost building’ within the grounds of Llanyrafon 

manor it was agreed to investigate the area to the north of the barn with the aims of       

:-  Furthering  our understanding of the use of one of the barns as a possible 

industrial unit of Llanyrafon Farm along with its associated water powered system. 

Also to investigate the associated water culvert with a view of understanding how it 

worked and the path it takes to reach the River Afon Llwyd. If time and resources 

allowed the interior of the barn in question was to be recorded to further our 

understanding of how any such machinery installed there may have worked and 

what it may have been used for. Due to the initial workload of clearing the interior of 

the north west corner of the barn and the time constraints of taking part in a five-day 

event that necessitated the removal of several tonnes of material, all of the 

objectives could not be fully met. 
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There was only a very limited understanding of the features to the north of the barn 

and virtually no understanding of how the northwest interior corner of the barn may 

have been used. To enable a measured survey to be completed it was decided that 

line drawings would be drafted at a scale of 1:20 to show plan, end elevation and 

sections. The drawings were to form a preliminary record of the area to be 

investigated; this was to be augmented by a photographic record of the areas 

concerned. This information would then be made available to inform any decisions 

on future works. The barn is a Grade 3 listed building so no interference with the 

fabric of the building or its internal flooring took place during this investigation. 

The location of the investigation is shown on the location map above. Map1.   Walls 

or other features are identified against the drawing key as (1 – 29) for easy 

reference. 

Clearance of the interior of the NW area of the barn was commenced on Wednesday 

25 July by a small team of volunteers. The area formed a separate bay within the 

barn structure forming a standalone unit with access to the rear storage area behind 

and to the north east of the barn and access to the former farm yard via a doorway in 

its western wall with a small window situated to the north of this doorway. (Plates 13 

& 18). 

 

The interior. 

This area was found to be utilised as a store for possible recycled materials set aside 

for future use in restoration works in and around the Manor house and associated 

farmyard buildings, it had no roof. (27) Several tonnes of materials were removed 

and stored in the building at the rear of the main barn. Rotten timbers, broken roofing 

materials, foliage and rubble were transported to an agreed area for disposal at a 

later date. The clearance along the interior face of the northern wall of the barn (8) 

revealed a bricked in opening (26) with no upper lintel in place, its internal base 

having a stone sill that remained in situ and was seen to be 1620mm above the 

internal floor level. (Plate 14 centre). To the left of this former opening and 

approximately 340mm above the internal ground level, the barn wall was seen to be 

pierced by a smaller opening that contained a cast iron lining and a resting surface 

with a single nut and bolt remaining in situ (23). This opening had dimensions 

410mm in height, 400mm in width and stood above the ground level by 

approximately 340mm. the whole of the casing was contained by a brickwork 

surround. (Plate 15). The distance between the two ‘holes’ in the north wall, centre to 

centre was 2800mm. To the left of this opening and located within the western wall 

of the barn where it abutted to the north wall was a third blocked up opening (22). 

This former opening was seen to be formed on its southern side in brickwork and 

had no apparent lintel supporting the overhead weight of the western barn walling. 

The opening measured approximately 1090mm in height and 410mm in width and 
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did not extend to the internal ground level; a crude base being seen approximately 

180mm above the internal ground level. (Plates 16 & 17).   

                      Drawing No 5. Plan view showing numeric Key. 

The exterior. 

The north western corner of the barn exterior (21) displayed the disturbance to the 

building that took place when the wall was breached to form an opening into a former 

building that stood to the west of the barn. This opening has now been stoned up but 

is quite readily apparent, (Plates 17, 18 & 20). Immediately to the north of the barn is 

a stone wall, (19), that abuts the barn and extends northwards for approximately 

980mm where it gives way to an opening 1100mm wide affording access into the 

walled garden of the Manor house. (20). To the north of this opening the stone wall 

forms the western boundary of the walled garden area. (Plate 18). This point of 

access is seen to have a concrete threshold overlying stonework which forms the 

western extremity of a pit. (16)The underlying stone walling sits upon a modern 

concrete footing and is obviously of more recent construction than the barn. Access 

to the walled garden area to the northeast of the opening by passing over the pit was 

made possible by the insertion of a timber floor, the planking of which lay in a north 

to south orientation and for which the insertion points in the southern (15) and 

northern (17) retaining walls of the pit are plainly visible. It is probable that this is a 

later additional access to the garden that was perhaps inserted following the fire that 

took place at the barn in the 1970’s. (Plates 19 & 21). This westernmost pit 

measures 2600mm X 1140mm and at its eastern end it is truncated by stone walling 
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standing 1875mm in height. (Plate 22) (24). This wall retains the embanked platform 

(11) as does the eastern half of the northern retaining wall of the pit (17) and the soil 

embankment (18) to the northeast. The pit (16) lies to the west of wall (24) which 

separates and blocks off access to the easterly pit (25 & 7). The eastern pit is easily 

identified as a section of a wheel pit and it is apparent that it has been blocked off to 

the west by the insertion of walling and masonry although not to the height of wall 

(24) which it abuts on that walls eastern face. The pit (7) is 2,000mm deep when 

recorded from the ground level (11). The pit contains a drain (9) and an arched 

culvert of a former headrace for the wheel pit. (29) (Plate 27). The culvert was 

1300mm wide X 820mm in height and extended in an easterly direction for 

approximately 1200mm where it too was completely blocked off by an inserted stone 

wall. (Plate 29). The arch-work of the culvert supports the west half gable wall of a 

long brick / stone barn building (1 & 2) abutted to the north wall of the older stone 

barn. The internal ground level was left undisturbed and measurements may not 

therefore reflect the correct depth and dimensions of the culvert. The drain (9) enters 

the wheel pit from the north and at or close to the known base of the culvert, its 

alignment suggests that it ran from the ‘Kitchen wing’ of the present Manor house to 

the culvert. (Plate 30) Its depth suggests that it could be contemporary with the 

culvert or visa versa. If contemporary with the earlier ‘Cruck’ framed building it may 

perhaps be dated as late medieval or earlier. Posing the question of which came first 

the mill or the house?  The exterior of the north wall of the stone barn reflects the 

insertion of brickwork seen within its interior. (Plate 24, 25 & 26). Approximately 1 

metre to the north of the water wheel pit is a cast concrete block (13) 1850mm in 

length and 500mm wide at its western extremity tapering to 420mm at its eastern 

extremity it stands 480mm above the safety grid or approximately 2500mm above 

the base of the wheel pit. Embedded within this concrete block are two threaded iron 

or steel bars (12), the centre line between the threaded bars aligns with the centre of 

the bricked up opening in the north wall of the barn (26) this suggests a common N –

S axis possibly for an axel although there is a discrepancy in their relative 

heights.(Plates 25 & 26). 

During the course of Archaeology week, several visitors passed on information 

regarding their experiences when visiting the ‘Manor’ as a working farm. One such 

visitor was able to shed a little light upon the path of the culvert from the NW corner 

of the barn to the river or as far as the tailrace from the nearby Llanyrafon Corn mill. 

The visitor recounted the felling of a large tree the roots of which exposed a ‘tunnel’ 

in the southwest corner of the farmyard. This ‘tunnel’ could possibly be the 

underground path of the tail race from the mill were it to empty into the much larger 

tail race of the Llanyrafon corn mill as it passed through the western boundary of the 

farm yard, that tail race was still being illustrated on the Ordnance Survey as recently 

as 1970. (Map 8) 

Subsequently a series of interviews with past owners and farm workers by the local 

historian W G Lloyd informs the reader that the Water wheel was a very necessary 

piece of farm equipment powering a circular saw, a threshing machine and an 
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elevator for conveying hay into the barn loft. There were also plans to turn a turbine 

to generate electricity by the farms last owner and this may explain the cast concrete 

block to the north of the wheel pit.  

In conclusion the recording of the buildings and the investigation of the below ground 

culvert coupled with the desk based research has enabled a greater understanding 

of how this farm mill may have worked and what its contribution to the daily workload 

may have been. There is much more that could be achieved and future works should 

incorporate the recording of the barns and out buildings to IfA standards as laid 

down in  ‘Standard and Guidance for the archaeological investigation and recording 

of standing buildings or structures, Rev 2013.’ It may also be rewarding to ‘clean out 

the remaining wheel pit area and perhaps a section of the drain once its relative level 

has been recorded and if it remains a safe proposition. A fuller understanding of 

water powered farm equipment would also be useful to ‘flesh out’ the bare bones 

that we have at present. 
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Appendix 1 

Llanyafon Manor, Trench Site Levels. 29th July 2013  Rodger Burchell and Glyn 

Hankins. 

Trench 1 (North Trench). 

TBM at 48m.  Instrument Height  1482mm . Site instrument intermediate height 
49.482 

 Staff Comments  AOD 

1 1864   47.618 

2 2161   47.321 

3 1739   47.743 

4 1813   47.669 

5 1940   47.542 

6 1964   47.518 

7 1710   47.772 

8 1970 Floor  47.512 

9 1931   47.551 

10 1973 Floor  47.509 

11 1613  Bank Top  47.869 

12 1901 Timber  47.581 

13 2002   47.480 

14 1633  Bank Top  47.819 

15 2031   47.415 

16 2128 Trench for water services  47.354 

17 2012   47.470 

18 1740 Wall  47.742 

19 1773 Wall  47.709 

20 1584 East Bank  47.898 

21 1573   47.909 

Trench 2 (South Trench) 

22 1871   47.611 

23 1911   47.571 

24 1830 Timber  South end  47.652 

25 1772 Timber North end  47.710 

26 2041 Yellow Clays (deposit)  47.441 

27 1920   47.652 

28 1981   47.501 

29 1932 Bottom  47.550 

30 1610 Top  47.872 

31 2400 Sondage to base of wall  47.082 

32 1811 Bottom Timber  47.671 

33 1780 Top Timber  47.702 

34 1542 Top of Bank  47.940 

35 1752 Outside Trench - North  47.910 

36 1760 Outside Trench - South  47.722 

37 1630 Unexcavated ground  47.852 
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Appendix 2 

Photographic Log. Llanyrafon 

Frame View Notes Taken 
by  

Date 

1 Looking North Trench 1 View of wall RB 30 / 07/ 13 

2 Looking South General view of Trench 1 RB 30 / 07/ 13 

3 Facing East Near vertical view of N-E corner of 
trench 1 showing wall and timber 

RB 30 / 07/ 13 

4 Facing North W I P Stone Wall (Walling 325 mm 
surviving height) 

RB 30 / 07/ 13 

5 Looking South Large timber western sector of 
trench1 

RB 30 / 07/ 13 

6 Facing West General view west of largest timber 
Trench 1 

RB 30 / 07/ 13 

7 Facing East Showing stone walling, services 
and large cobbled surface.  2m 
scale N-S and 1m scale vertical. 

RB 30 / 07/ 13 

8 Near vertical Showing robbed out area due to 

insertion of modern services.  1m 

scale. 

RB 30 / 07/ 13 

9 Facing East View east showing walling water 

services and rough cobbled 

surface. 

RB 30 / 07/ 13 

10 Facing East Trench 2 view east showing timber. 
1m scale.   

RB 30 / 07/ 13 

11 Facing West Showing western walling and 

cobbled surface. 

RB 30/7/2013 

12 Facing North General view facing north, final 

day setting fencing. 

RB 30 / 07/ 13 

13  Facing West   General view, interior of NW 

corner of the barn following 

removal of Bricks, slates and 

rubble. Shows doorway onto 

grounds and small window to its 

right. Blocked up NW corner and 

drive access through north wall. 

RB 30 / 07/ 13 
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14 Facing east.  North wall of barn interior showing 
bricked up opening above stone 
sill, at centre and just above 
shoulder level 

RB 30 / 07/ 13 

15 Facing North Possible bearing plate for drive 
shaft through north wall. Situated 
at exterior ground level NW corner 
of barn. 

RB 30 / 07/ 13 

16 Facing 
Northwest 

Proximity of proposed drive shaft 
to access through the wall in NW 
interior corner of the barn. 

NT 30 / 07/ 13 

17 Facing West Showing blocked up hole in the 
corner of the west wall where it 
meets the north wall 

RB 30 / 07/ 13 

18 View East Exterior view of NW corner of barn, 
right, showing repair to wall and 
access to garden, centre left. Long 
barn western half gable in 
background, garden wall in left 
foreground 

RB 30 / 07/ 13 

19 Facing South Showing insertion points for partial 

timber flooring spanning the west 

pit N-S.  Access opening to the 

immediate right of photograph.   

RB 30 / 07/ 13 

20 Facing East West facing wall of barn. Close up 

showing in-filled access point to 

the barn at its NW corner.  Scales 

2m vertical, 1m horizontal. 

RB 30 / 07/ 13 

21 View West West pit showing entrance to 
garden from grounds, retaining 
wall to north side of barn at left.  
Concrete threshold at top centre. 

RB 30 / 07/ 13 

22 View East Blocking wall in west pit showing 

depth to unexcavated ground level. 

Retaining wall to north of the barn 

on right. 

RB 30 / 07/ 13 

23 Facing South Exterior view of lower hole through 
barn wall showing cast iron plate 
with nut and bolt in-situ. 

RB 30 / 07/ 13 

24 View South Concrete plinth looking south RB 30 / 07/ 13 
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towards barn.  Long barn to left. 

25 Facing South Showing alignment of concrete 
plinth with bricked up opening 
through the barn wall 

RB 30 / 07/ 13 

26 Facing South Exterior of north wall of barn 
showing safety grid and height of 
bricked up hole in barn wall above 
it, taken from above the concrete 
plinth. East pit to left, west pit to 
right, blocking walling under foot. 

RB 30 / 07/ 13 

27 Facing East Site engineer removing and 
making secure the safety grid 
covering the western pit.  Long 
barn western half-gable in 
background.  Exterior render 
finishes at the same height as the 
‘shelf’ formed between the west 
wall of the culvert and the brick 
work of the lean-to. 

RB 30 / 07/ 13 

28 Near vertical View looking east into west pit. 
Showing water culvert / headrace 
with drain on left. Unexcavated. 

RB 30 / 07/ 13 

29 Looking East Close up detail close to ground 
level of arching within the culvert 

NT 30 / 07/ 13 

30 View North Showing interior of drain into wheel 
pit showing fill 

NT 30 / 07/ 13 
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Appendix  3 Drawing Register 

Drawing 
No  

Description  Date  Drawn 
by  

Comments  

0001 
Scale 1:20  

Plan of Trench 1 and 2 25/7/2013 
 

R B  
 

Drawing shows 
detail of stone 
walling in situ 
timbers and a 
rough cobbled 
surface. 

0002 
Scale 1:10 

South facing section of 
trench 1 

27/7/2013 RB Drawing shows 
contexts and 
stratigraphy. 

0003 
 Scale 
1:20 

Plan elevation of area 
to north of large stone 
barn 

30/7/2013 RB & NT Measured drawing 
of area. 

0004 
Scale 1:20  

Plan elevation of area 
to north of large stone 
barn 

30/7/2013 RB & NT Area’s referred to 
in the text by name 

0005 
Scale 1:20 

Plan elevation of area 
to north of large stone 
barn 

30/7/2013 RB & NT Key to features 
referred to in the 
text 

0006 
Scale 1:20 

East facing elevation 
of long barn building 
abutting the barn on its 
northeast  side. Along 
line B-B on plan 
elevation 

30/7/2013 RB & NT Measured drawing 
of west elevation 
of long barn 
showing entrance 
of head race to 
wheel pit 

0007 
Scale 1:20 

East facing elevation 
of long barn building 
abutting the barn on its 
northeast  side. Along 
line B-B on plan 
elevation 

30/7/2013 RB & NT Area’s referred to 
in the text by name 

0008 
Scale 1:20 

East facing elevation 
of Long barn building 
abutting the barn on its 
northeast side. Along 
line B-B on plan 
elevation 

30/7/2013 RB & NT Key to features 
referred to in the 
text 

0009 
Scale 1:20 

Section along line A-A 
On plan 

30/7/2013 RB & NT Measured drawing 
of section.  

0010 
Scale 1:20 

Section along line A-A 
on plan  

30/7/2013 RB & NT Section along line 
A-A with numeric 
key 
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Appendix  4.  Finds Index. Trenches 1 & 2 

 

Context No Fabric and Form Date Sherds Weight 

 

1004 / 001 Tr1 Clay pipe stem (33mm long) 19th C 1  

1004/ 002 Tr1 Earthenware.  Base, 

fragments. Brown glaze on 

inside surface 

19th / 20th C 2  

1004 / 003 Tr1 Stoneware, light brown glaze 

and buff glaze  

19th / 20th C 1  

2002 / 004 Tr2 Blue and white , floral pattern 19th / 20th C 1  

2002 / 005 Tr2 Stoneware. Blue and white 

plate. White with blue band 

along rim and glazed. 

19th / 20th C 1  

2002 / 006 Tr2 Stoneware.  Tin-glazed  19th / 20th C  1  

2002 / 007 Tr2 Glass. ½ pint milk bottle 

marked ‘Coronet milk’ within a 

Coronet logo. Reverse side at 

base has R9Z.   

Mid to late  

20th C 

1 whole.  
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Appendix 5   Drawings 
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   Drawing No 1. Trenches 1 & 2. Plan view. Scale 1 :20  

   Plan of Trenches showing contexts & levels. 
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 Drawing No 2 Showing contexts of section. 
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Drawing No 3. Area to north of large barn showing main features.  

 

 

NORTH 
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Drawing No 4. 
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              Drawing No 5  Area to north of large barn with Key to main features. 
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Drawing No 6.  

End Elevation of Long barn building showing main features along line B –B 
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Drawing No 7 
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Drawing No 8  
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Drawing No 9   Section facing south along line A-A 
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Drawing No 10.  Section facing South along line A-A. 
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Key to Drawings 5, 8 & 10. 

No. Description. 
1 Brickwork walling of long barn building northeast side of barn 

possibly standing on (2) a stone wall. 

2 Stone walling of long barn building northeast side of barn possibly 
partially supporting the brickwork wall (1). 

3 Steel meshed safety grid supported at ground level by walling and 
timbers. 

4 Timber supporting safety grid (3) on the east and south sides of the  
Water wheel pit. 

5 Archway formed in stone over culvert of headrace also supporting 
stone walling (2). 

6 Culvert opening. 

7 Existing ground levels at base of culvert unexcavated. 

8 Stone built north wall of main barn. 

9 Drain entering wheel pit from north at base of wheel pit. 
unexcavated. 

10 Backfilled stone faced north wall of culvert. 

11 Current ground level adjacent to wheel pit. 

12 One of two threaded bars set in concrete possibly holding down bolts 
for a bearing block. 

13 Cast concrete support with securing bolts (12). 

14 Backfill/packing between north wall of the barn (8) and a retaining 
wall (15). 

15 Retaining wall . (stone) 

16 Pit not aligned with the apparent line of the wheel pit to its east. 

17 Retaining wall retaining bank and walled garden. 

18 Embankment between garden level (No. 28) and the current level at 
the top of the wheel pit (No. 11) providing s support for the cast 
concrete support (13).  

19 Sections of stone garden walling.  

20 Doorway/entrance into the garden north of the barn (No. 28) 
Threshold is comprised of a modern concrete capping 

21 Grounds to the west of the barn and wheel pit and walled garden. 

22 Reinstated stonework previously affording access through the west 
wall of the barn.  Possibly to supply motive power to equipment to 
machinery housed in a small building in this location which no longer 
exists. 

23 Opening through wall (No. 8) comprised of cast metal plates with 
bolts. Probably a bearing support for power transfer into the barn 
from the waterwheel pit area. 

24 Stone walling aligned north to south blocking off culvert (6) to its 
east. 

25 An easterly continuation of (24) at a much reduced level 

26 A bricked up opening through the north barn wall (8) directly opposite 
the large cast concrete block (13) containing the bolts (12).  Possibly 
the location of a bearing. 

27 Interior of the barn. 

28 The garden. 

29 The culvert containing the headrace of the wheel pit. 
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Appendix 6 

Llanyrafon Manor context register 

Trench 1 

CONTEXT DESCRIPTION 

1001 Leaf mould dark brown 70mm - 100mm thick extending across 
the entire site including surrounding and overlying trench 2. 

Interpretation Top soil/ top dressing possibly imported during restoration of 
the grounds.  

1002 Timber beam 50 X 200mm X 1500mm 

Interpretation Remains of timber beam possible roof timber  

1003 Light gray crushed slag deposit  sub circular 800mm x 150mm 
thick. Below (1001) Above (1004) 

Interpretation Deposit of building site hardcore 

1004 Dark brown/Black soil and mixed rubble, mortar and frequent 
small stones. Underlies (1003) 

Interpretation Re-deposited rubble/ soils 

1005 Large timber 2640mm x 250mm x 100mm thick.    

Interpretation Possible roof timber 

1006 Stone walling 540mm x 1960mm 2courses high (325mm in 
height)  

Interpretation Structure - Remains of a stone wall forming a significant 
section of the eastern wall of a building that probably extends 
northwards under unexcavated area. 

1007 Sondage 920 X 300mm in extent.  Excavated to base of wall 
(1006)  

Interpretation Remaining in situ walling  

1008 Timber beam 100mm X 200mm X 1260mm 

Interpretation Probable roof timber.  

1009 Fragment of rusted iron sheeting.  

Interpretation Fragment of corrugated sheeting probable roofing material 
embedded in (1010) 

1010 Coal Ash and earth reddish brown underlies (1004) overlies 
(1002) & (1008)  

Interpretation Deposit of ashes. 

 

Trench 2 

CONTEXT DESCRIPTION 

2001 Leaf mould dark brown 70mm - 100mm thick extending across 
the entire site including surrounding and overlying trench 1. 

Interpretation Top soil/ top dressing possibly imported during restoration of 
the grounds.  

2002 Dark brown/Black soil and mixed rubble, mortar and frequent 
small stones. Underlies (2001) Overlies (2003)(2004)(2005) & 
(2006) 

Interpretation Re-deposited rubble & soils 
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2003 Stone walling 580mm X 2160mm X 410mm in height  

Interpretation Structure 

2004 Stone/Pebble surface some yellow clay present. Underlies 
(2002) 

Interpretation Crude cobbled surface 

2005 Stone walling approximately 480mm X 1600mm X 290mm in 
height. Bonded with a lime mortar matrix. 

Interpretation Structure 

2006 Remains of a timber beam underlies (2002) and overlies 
(2004) 1020mm X 160mm X50mm 

Interpretation Possible roof beam 

2007 Irregular red/ brown clay deposit overlies (2004) 

Interpretation Deposit of clay 

2008 Modern Water services 

Interpretation Services 

2009 Re-deposited mixed soils, black / brown with some stone and 
slate.  
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Appendix 7 

Photographs 

 

Plate 1 Facing north.Trench 1. Day 2 WIP, showing the nature of the deposits 

overlying the site. 

 

Plate 2 Trench 1 view south final day. 
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Plate 3 Trench 1.  NE corner. Near vertical view of walling.  1m scale. 
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Plate 4 WIP facing north.  NE sector of Trench 1.  Walling in Trench 2  just visible, 

top centre. 
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Plate 5 Trench 1. Facing south showing large timber beam.  
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Plate 6 Trench 1.  View west 2m scale alongside the largest timber, perimeter 

fencing far distance. 

 

Plate 7. Trench 2. View facing east. Showing  stone walling, services  and large 

cobbled surface.  2m scale N-S and 1m scale vertical. 
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Plate 8.  Trench 2. Showing robbed out area due to insertion of modern services.  

1m scale. 

 

Plate 9 Trench 2.  View east showing walling water services and rough cobbled 

surface. 
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Plate 10.  Trench 2.  Facing east, showing timber. 1m scale.   

 

Plate 11.  Trench  2. View facing west. Showing western walling and cobbled 

surface. 
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Plate 12 Trench 2. General view facing north, final day setting fencing. 

 

Plate 13. View west. General view, interior of NW corner of the barn following 

removal of bricks, slates and rubble. Shows doorway onto grounds and small 

window to its right. Blocked up NW corner and drive access through north wall. 
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Plate 14. Facing east. North wall of barn interior showing bricked up opening above 

stone sill centre and just above shoulder level. 

 

Plate 15. Facing north.  Interior view of possible bearing plate for drive shaft through 

north wall. Exterior at present day ground level, NW corner of barn. 
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Plate 16. Facing north west. Proximity of proposed drive shaft to access through the 

wall in NW interior corner of the barn.  

Plate 17.  Facing west. Showing 

blocked up hole in the corner of the 

west wall where it meets the north wall. 

It is possible that this ‘hole’ was opened 

to provide access to a small building 

abutting to the barns west wall for the 

purpose of delivering ‘power’ to 

machinery held there. The lay shaft 

providing this ‘power’ would have 

passed through the opening in the north 

wall. (Plate 15). 
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Plate 18. View east.  Exterior view of NW corner of barn, right, showing repair to wall 

and access to garden, centre left. Western gable of the long barn in background, 

garden wall in left foreground. 

 

Plate 19.  View facing south showing insertion points for partial timber flooring 

spanning the west pit N-S.  Access opening to the immediate right of photograph.   
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Plate 20. West facing wall of barn. Close up showing in-filled access point to the 

barn at its NW corner.  Scales 2m vertical, 1m horizontal. 
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Plate 21. View west. West pit showing entrance to garden from grounds, retaining 

wall to north side of barn at left.  Concrete threshold at top centre. Timber flooring 

sockets visible at top right providing access to the walled garden.  

. 
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Plate 22. View east. Blocking wall in west pit showing depth to unexcavated ground 

level.  Retaining wall to north of the barn on right. 
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Plate 23. Facing south. Exterior view of lower hole through barn wall (8) showing 

cast iron plate with nut and bolt in-situ.  

 

Plate 24. View southeast. Showing concrete plinth with stone barn in background. 

Long barn half- gable end  at left . 
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Plate 25.  Facing south.  Showing alignment of concrete plinth with bricked up 

opening through the barn wall. 
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Plate 26. Facing South. Exterior of north wall of barn showing safety grid and height 

of bricked up hole in barn wall above it, taken from above the concrete plinth. East 

pit to left, west pit to right, blocking walling under foot aligned N - S. 
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Plate 27.  Site engineer removing and making secure the safety grid covering the 

western pit.  Long barn half-gable in background.  Exterior render finishes at the 

same height as the ‘shelf’ formed between the west wall of the culvert and the brick 

work of the long barn. 

 

Plate 28.  Near vertical view looking east into west pit. Showing water culvert / 

headrace with drain on left. Both unexcavated. 
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Plate 29 View east. Close up detail close to ground level of arching within the 

culvert. 

 

Plate 30.  View north of interior of drain into wheel pit showing fill.  

 

. 
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Appendix 8.         Maps  and Plans 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Map 3. 

1882 Ordnance Survey  

1:2500 
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Map 4. Ordnance Survey.  

1901. 1:2500 
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Map 5. 

1901 
ordnance over 
modern 
landscape. 
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         Map 6. Enlargement of 1901 Ordnance Survey over modern landscape 
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        Map 7. 

    1921 O.S. 1:2500. Shows small building abutting the NW corner of the barn. 

 

 Map 8.  1970 O.S. 1:2500 
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